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2017 Feature Writers
For 2017, we have brought together some of the most experienced, successful and
forward thinking sales experts on the planet, to contribute regularly to Top Sales Magazine.
They provide thought-provoking commentary and thought leadership on a wide range of
sales issues.
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Selling in 2018: The Survival of the Fittest?
There is an air of inevitability that at some point, in the not too distant
future, many of the tasks now routinely handled by “salespeople” will
become automated – in fact, it is already happening.
ommoditization virtually eliminates seller
buyer human interaction and, at the time of
writing this, it is a B2C “phenomenon.” It is of
course due largely to consumer’s new affection for
online shopping via the Internet and sales
organizations desire to capitalize on the breadth of
audiences they can reach, and the lower costs of
sales and delivery.
However, it would be foolhardy to not anticipate
that, as buyers continue to become increasingly self
educated about our products, companies and our
market sector, the sales role in many industries will
undoubtedly become diminished. The role of sales is
shifting to a consulting model that brings expertise in
the areas of business, industry, company,
stakeholder, and capabilities.
While the role of the order taker salesperson will

C
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go the way of the Internet, for the complex sale for
the foreseeable future, the role of the salesperson is
secure. There will always be a place for the
professional business consultants – the “Top 5%
Players.” These people consult more than sell, as
they assist their clients in making sound buying
decisions.
I am not a clairvoyant, but in working with
salespeople, sales leaders and customers, a vision of
sales is emerging. Let me share those ideas…
The ability to gather and analyse data will help
salespeople be more precise in identifying
customers and anticipating their needs, so they get
to them before those customers get to the market.
Everything will be more precise. I see sales
organizations not having a defined sales process, but
rather multiple processes for renewals, new

Editorial

business or accounts at risk, etc.
Telephone and online conferencing will be the
way of the sales, and facetoface will be reserved
for major deals and major milestone points in the
sale.
Sales training will go to the Universities as the
foundation with majors in sales (currently this is
starting to grow).
As machines get smarter, they will do more of the
work – will they be personal assistants, provide sales
coaching, figure out pricing, set the sales strategy
and so on? How far am I looking out—maybe 5
years?
So how does a sales organization survive in this
current changing world? How do we get ready for
the world of sales hot on its heels?
I see two avenues that are vital… The first is
expertise and the second is relationship. I see the
second as the greater challenge.
Expertise is exactly what customers are looking
for today. The bar has been raised for sales
organizations in how they select and develop their
people. Customers will spend time with salespeople
who they believe will bring them relevant expertise,
and who will help them solve their business
problems. In the content era, expertise was product
expertise, but today it goes far beyond that to
business acumen, industry knowledge, company and
stakeholder knowledge, and team leverage
knowledge and access, etc.
Relationships: Technology has given us so much,
but as young people rely more and more on online
communication, they are not developing relationship
skills such as the skills to read people’s expressions,
read body language, or tone of voice. People need to
relate, they need to trust and to use intuition in
making decisions. Research shows emotions are
more a factor in decisionmaking than data. The
need to connect is hardwired into people.
But my concern is salespeople and customers
alike will not have the skills needed to connect. The
ability to connect and build relationships will be the
big differentiator.

It is the ability to earn trust and connect built on
transparency, vulnerability and genuine concern in
working with customers to bring value, that will help
them grow their business. Young people would
rather send a text than use the phone. Facetoface
is warmer than phone and video, and both of those
are warmer than text. Computers will win out with
data, but making emotional connections is the
advantage humans bring to the table.
Sales 2.0 gave us improved technology and did
accelerate the rate at which more and more sales
teams went inside. Obviously, economics has played
a big part in this lemminglike rush for companies to
convert their sales teams – it is not all technology
influenced. Typically, an outside sales team costs
twice as much to run as an inside one, which makes
it a nobrainer in most scenarios especially here in
the UK, where one could be forgiven for thinking we
are attempting to create the largest car park in the
world, stretching from John O’Groats to Lands End,
and sideways from Felixstowe to Anglesey!
Survival, let alone reaching a Sales Superstar
status, requires significant changes in our worldview,
how we think about ourselves and how we think
about our relationships with key stakeholders. We
are faced with new ways of thinking, many of which
directly challenge what has proven successful in the
past.
Despite my predictions, we all know that nobody
has a crystal ball! Perhaps the way to look at the
future of selling is to compile a team consisting of a
sales and marketing professor, a technology
professor from MIT, maybe someone from Apple
and Disney, a few buyers and, for good measure, a
science fiction writer – history has shown writers
like Ray Bradbury have been truly prophetic.
Sales organizations have a long way to go to
n
achieve optimum fitness!

Jonathan Farrington is the CEO of
Top Sales World. You can also follow him
on LinkedIn here and catch up with the
JF Interview Series here
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LimeLeads - The modern way to find customers
Jonathan Farrington
interviews Mike
Holubowski, CEO at
LimeLeads.
Mike, let’s begin by asking you why did you decide
to launch LimeLeads?
While working as an engineer in San Francisco a few
years ago I experienced firsthand the data needs of
sales and marketing departments. Many of my
colleagues spent 40+ hours every week in the same
customer acquisition cycle: source leads, reach out
to leads, convert leads into customers. This cycle is
exactly what we originally set out to disrupt and we
started with lead sourcing. We wanted to modernize
the entire experience around lead sourcing  similar
to how Uber transformed the taxi experience.
LimeLeads was created to solve a problem that
affects nearly every business in the world 
customer acquisition. At the time I thought it was a
big opportunity, now a few years later I realize it’s an
enormous problem worth solving. In retrospect I’m
grateful that LimeLeads chose such a ubiquitous
problem to pursue  it allows us to interact with a

8
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very wide variety of companies across hundreds of
industries.
Will you share with the readers what is LimeLeads
about?
We're an innovative data company headquartered in
the US, used by 6,251 companies across 63
countries.We've built an intelligent and powerful
product that is still very easy to use. Our secret? We
listen to our customers better than any of our
competitors. Every week I dedicate 10 hours to
customer service  I will literally sit on live chat and
jump on demo calls every week. This mentality of
“never being done” is fundamentally woven into the
fabric of our organization, and it’s the primary reason
for our innovation and success.
The value proposition of LimeLeads is simple:
LimeLeads gets you more customers. Our platform
gives your entire team access to a stateoftheart
database of B2B contact information. Quality data is
the necessary backbone to any successful business
venture in this day and age. The companies who use
LimeLeads have a clear, tangible advantage over
their competition.

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

Why is LimeLeads unique?
LimeLeads is successful in no small part due to the
high quality of our data. We've built this company
from the ground up on modern technologies with
data quality as the cornerstone. We've established
partnerships with dozens of verified data providers 
and our data acquisition team is constantly
evaluating and adding new ones.
LimeLeads has an engineering team with
experience in large scale data gathering. We've
leveraged this experience to build out a best in class
data backbone which constantly adds to and
updates our universe of contacts. All our data goes
through advanced standardization algorithms. For
example all variations of spelling and abbreviations,
as well as Soundex and full fuzzy logic are employed
to appropriately segment leads.
Verification against multiple 3rd party services,
APIs, federal records, as well as statistically
significant human email and phone verification.
Lastly proprietary verification methods, including
additional human verification in addition to
constantly evolving machine learning algorithms.
What/Who is your target market?
Sales and Marketing teams have an insatiable need
for accurate, relevant business data.
Accurate data is prohibitively expensive for
individual teams to gather on their own and existing
solutions are outdated, inaccurate, or too expensive.
For these reasons our target market extends to any
company that needs accurate business data. As
general as the top of our market is, there are a few
patterns in the types of customers that are most
successful.
Large Enterprises. 75% of our revenue comes
from our largest enterprise customers. These
organizations usually have hundreds of sales reps
and operate at a scale most conducive with the
LimeLeads platform. Our platform allows for data
exports of up to 100,000 a feature that resonates
with the enterprise.
Startups. On the other end of the spectrum we

have startups. Specifically companies with a new
and compelling solution to a clear problem with a
clear target audience. Companies that understand
their target persona can simply plug in a few
parameters into our platform and receive thousands
of relevant contacts within seconds.
Marketing Agencies and Business Consultants.
We’ve found that these types of customers are a
source of recurring revenue as their own clients are
constantly changing. There are a numbers of
companies that use our data to power email
campaigns on behalf of their clients, which we fully
support. Overall it’s a fantastic business relationship
between us and the consultancies that have already
discovered LimeLeads.
What are the next steps for LimeLeads?
LimeLeads will continue being an industry leader in
the data space. We’ll double down on our core
tenets of customer service, data quality, and
innovation. Specifically our 2018 roadline is as
follows:
We’re going to acquire new data, and lots of it.
LimeLeads now has partnerships and computing
infrastructure across the world, and our customers
will start to notice the changes in data quality
throughout 2018. On top of all of our data we have
plans for more advanced and more intelligent
products. On of those products is called Customer
Match, which you can now sign up for early access! n

SPECIAL OFFER FROM MIKE for TOP SALES
WORLD SUBSCRIBERS …
$99 SPECIAL OFFER For a limited time.
30day money back guarantee.
Hey there, If you're in sales, marketing or
business development then this page is for
you. Over the last two years we've built the
world's best platform for finding potential
customers. Here's a 30 second video that
shows you how.
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Three Sales Enablement Goals
You Should have for 2018
With 2017 wrapping up, the
focus in sales starts to shift
to 2018. While many
companies are working on
what their revenue targets
should be for the coming year, let me go
ahead and state the obvious – the
numbers will be higher for almost
everyone.
n fact, looking at the CSO Insights sales
performance data for the past decade, on a year
overyear basis an average of 92.7% of sales
organizations surveyed increase their sales targets.
That fact begs the question, “What do companies
need to do achieve those higher goals?” To help
answer that question let me offer three suggestions
you should give serious consideration too.

I

Define Your Perfect Prospect Profile
Logically, we know that all prospects are not created
equal. If you draw a bellshaped curve representing

10
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the average sales territory and then draw a line
down through the midpoint in the curve, you have
prospects that are less likely to buy on the left and
more likely to buy on the right. If we then looked
further to one or two standard deviations to the
right, we see a part of the curve that represents
prospects who are “highly likely” to buy. Goal
number 1 for 2018 needs to be to get our sales
teams focused on directing most of their selling
energy to those accounts. So how do we determine
who whose prospects are?
Over the past decade, companies have been
telling sales and marketing teams to collect data in
their CRM and marketing automation systems. In
many cases they have dutifully done that, which has
created a ton of metrics. The problem is that for
many
companies
that
data
remains
un/underleveraged. It is time to start mining that
information for insights.
A solid first step is to segment the data based on
deals that ended up as wins, losses, and no
decisions, and then start looking for success factors.
Are their certain industries you are more effective at
selling into that others? Are there types of
stakeholders that you engage more effectively than

Jim Dickie

others? Are there cases where you have a significant
edge over given competitors? Are there specific
problems you solve more comprehensively that
others?
After a little homework, a profile of what a
perfect prospect looks like will start to emerge.
Providing that to marketing will allow them to do
more targeted marketing campaigns. Providing that
to sales professionals will help them better assess
which opportunities to aggressively pursue (and
which to avoid wasting time on).

Take a Hard Look at What Your
Compensation Plans are Saying
Early in my sales management career, a very senior
sales person taught me a very valuable lesson. I was
quizzing him on why he didn’t have any deals in the
pipeline for a new product we had released. When I
asked if he understood the features and benefits, he
said “Sure”. When I asked if he knew that generating
sales of the new product was important to the
company, he again acknowledged that.
Then he said to me “Jim, I get those things, what
you don’t get is that my wallet talks to me louder
than the company does.” He added, “Selling new
products is harder that selling established products,
yet the compensation plan pays me the same rate.
So, my wallet is telling me to sell what I am already
successful selling. I am a practical guy Jim, and
unless you change the plan the wallet is going to get
my attention every time.”
Goal Number 2 is to take a deep look what you
want your sales teams to do this coming year and
what messages your compensation plan is sending
to those sales teams. If you want them to close
higher margin deals, is there a financial benefit to
sales people for doing so? If you want them to
integrate a formal sales process CRM into their daily
workflow, does the compensation plan motivate that
behavior change? If you are looking for salespeople
to add more new clients, what is the specific
inducement to do so?

Invest in NextGen Sales Enablement
Technology
For years, when we have asked companies to share
with use the top three benefits they are realizing as a
result of their salespeople utilizing the company’s
CRM system, 11th or 12th on the list is “Increasing
Revenues.” Having taken part in several CRM
vendor briefings, as well as spending the better part
of a week recently at Dreamforce, for the first time
in a while I was very impressed at the amount of
innovation occurring.
From the perspective of a sales professional,
capabilities now exist to help them proactively
identify new buyer opportunities, conduct a
comprehensive needs analysis, gain insights into key
decision makers and gauge buying intent, optimize
the quotetoclose process, surface existing
customers who are at risk to minimize churn, etc.
Significant advances in tools to support sales
management have also occurred. Applications are
available to assess the activity levels of both sellers
and buyers, increase forecast accuracy, provide
virtual coaching to augment what sales managers are
doing and also proactively identify which
salespeople need additional help, so managers can
ensure they are most effectively using the4 time
they do have for coaching, etc.
If your company hasn’t updated your CRM
technology stack, getting fully briefed on new
capabilities from your existing CRM solution
provider, as well as getting exposed to the dozens of
new players that have emerged who are have
created true CRM 2.0 capabilities will be well worth
n
the effort.

Jim Dickie, is an Independent Research
Fellow, CoFounder of CSO Insights, a
Division of Miller Heiman Group that
specializes in benchmarking sales enablement
initiatives. He can be reached at
jimdickie@icloud.com or at @jimdickie
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What Every Sales Pro Must Do
Before Year End
As the year comes to an
end, what should
professionals in the sales
organization be focused
on? In my experience there
are certain things that get a lot of
attention and certain things that don’t.
Let’s discuss both.
t the top of the list of things that most sales
executives and professionals don’t need to
be reminded about are closing yearend
business, getting their holiday shopping completed
and setting goals for next year. So obvious. But what
should be on your December list that doesn’t get
enough attention?

A

A. Fill your pipeline for January – December is a
great time for that! At your current win rate, and
with your average order, deal or account size, how
many new opportunities must be added to your
pipeline in order to hit your nut? Read in more detail
here.

12
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B. Honest review of the past 12 months including
the obvious performance to goals but go deeper
than that. Here are 10 questions you can ask
yourself:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Did you truly do everything required or did you
get lucky? Were there 1 or 2 big deals or
accounts that put you over the top and without
them far short of the number?
Were you unlucky? Were there a couple of
deals or accounts that you should have closed
but didn’t and with them you would have hit
your number?
Did you create your own luck?
Were there enough opportunities in your
pipeline for the entire 12 months to even make
it possible to achieve your goals?
Were you persistent enough? Knowing that it
takes 815 attempts to reach a decision maker,
did you give up after 4 attempts?
Were you strong enough? Were you able to
overcome resistance, objections, stalls and put
offs to achieve the velocity required to
succeed?
Were you skilled enough? Did you have at your
command the ideal questions, statements,

Dave Kurlan

messages, responses, tactics and strategies to
be effective at every turn?
8. Did you have a sales process that you followed
and could depend upon? Read in more detail
here.
9. How capable are you in all 21 Sales Core
Competencies? Rate yourself. Read more detail
here.
10. How did your performance compare with
others in your company, your industry, your
country?
C. Growth Plan for the next 12 months – based on
your answers to the 10 questions above, where
must you improve and what should you do
differently? Be specific.
D. Sales Plan for the next 12 months – what will be
required for you to exceed your number for next
year. Be specific. Break it down by month, by week,
by day, and if you need to, by the hour.
E. Everyone needs coaching. Is there someone in
your company that has the ability to coach you up? If
not, are you willing to invest in someone from
outside your company that can coach you up?
F. Are there any sales tools you can add to your
toolbox to make you more effective or efficient?
Read these articles:
a.
b.
c.

Top 10 Tips to Get More Done This Year
10 More Tips to Sell More This Year
7 More Tips to Sell More

G. Hit List for the next 12 months – Who (from
your target profile of ideal customers or clients) do
you want to close in the next 12 months? Who can
introduce you to the right people?
H. Are you willing to leverage the power of CRM
and use it the right way and live in it for the next 12
months? Read more detail here.

I. Will you maximize your selling time over the
next 12 months instead of doing administrative work
during selling time? Read more detail here.
Success in Sales is much closer to success in sports
than it is success in business. In most business roles,
if you do your job well you will succeed and nobody
will attempt to stop that. As with sports, you must be
able to overcome adversity. Some of the things that
can get in the way are lack of practice and
preparation, personal mental barriers, competition
that lies, prospects who won’t share, sales managers
that won’t coach or can’t do it effectively, products
that aren’t in demand, companies that don’t support
their sales organization and much more.
The challenge is to overcome adversity and focus
on being the best. Can you become your best
n
possible sales self next year?

Dave Kurlan is a bestselling author, Keynote
speaker and CEO of both Objective
Management Group and Kurlan & Associates.
Find more here

How to Stop your Customer from
Becoming your Competitor
There are three types of
competitors. The first is
competing products, the
second is inaction, and the
third is your potential
customer.
hen selling software solutions to the
global corporate and investment banking
community, I can't count how often my
customers’ IT department pitched to build my
product “in house”. Similarly, I faced this problem
when taking my first tech startup to market 
entrepreneurs bringing great ideas to businesses,
only to be the victim of their customers copying
their minimum viable product. It's a cruel world.
Intuition, experience, and asking the right
questions can indicate if a customer (or potential
customer) is ripping off your system. Continuing
with the example of selling a technology product,
here are telltale signs:

W
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1. Hitting every button and feature of your
product
If the usage report doesn't tally with the customer’s
business needs, then it's suspicious. Excessive usage
of unrelated functionality is a good trigger to
connect and understand the change in use.

2. The customer is sheepish in the trial period
Despite positive feedback, there is no commitment
to proceed, and the customer repeatedly reminds
you they “might not go with it”. It's one of those
meetings where you think it went well, but as the
timeframe drags and forces reflection, you realise it
wasn't right, because their words didn't match their
actions.

3. A failure to ask obvious questions
Successful sales processes have defined stages of
commitment. Interested customers ask questions

Lee Bartlett

and take an interest in understanding the business
impact of working together. If this isn't happening,
and the product is heavily used, and all the
conversations are positive, it's reasonable to
question their motives. Also, asking overtly technical
questions that do not solve practical business
challenges is a warning sign.
You can argue these are symptoms of all
competitive situations and out of your control. If a
customer wants to build its own products, that’s
their prerogative. However, customers don't always
understand the complexity of building products
themselves.
The following points should not only discourage
competitive aspirations, but are integral to a well
executed sales process.

1. Operational Impact
It's one thing to build a technical interface, but most
“in house” systems fail to consider how it will be
supported. What happens when a problem occurs,
training is required, or the superuser leaves the
business? People don't want more work and will
soon be against the idea.
Aspect of the sales process to focus on: Explain
the crucial importance of your operational support
teams.

2. Core business focus
Why divert time, budget, and focus from core
objectives, when an expert product has already been
built for a fraction of the cost?
Aspect of the sales process to focus on: Explain
the complexity of building a similar system and sell
your product and industry expertise.

3. Limited functionality
What happens when a new feature must be added?
Technology systems quickly become dated, and if
the IT budget is diverted, the result is a system that

doesn't develop or meet requirements.
Aspect of the sales process to focus on: Explain
your product development is based on collective
insight of the market. This benefits all customers. If
possible, support your claims by naming your clients
(preferably competitive). Sell your relationships,
product expertise, insight, and future features.

4. Cost analysis
The cost of building a system is not the cost of
running it, and hard numbers supporting the cost of
building, supporting, and developing the product are
a great way to back your claims.
Aspect of the sales process to focus on: Explain
the investment your company has made (how it's
broken down) to ensure your system is supported
and continues to innovate. Sell your company,
vision, and ability to support the customer going
forward. Have a disaster story of a similar client who
tried to build their own system and whose business
you won months later. Detail the grief and wasted
investment caused to the company.
Nobody wants their product ripped off, but these
situations aren't always bad. It is the customer’s
prerogative to build their own products (so long as it
doesn't breach their supplier contracts), and it is
important to take your ego out of the equation and
view the situation with cold eyes. I have previously
watched my customers waste $millions, building
products I knew they couldn't support. In these
instances, the opportunity lies in maintaining the
relationship, helping with obstacles, and being a
trusted partner if it goes wrong.
Whether you chose to cut the relationship or
nurture it for future business, the best approach is to
identify the situation early, discourage the idea as
part of your sales process, and avoid the worst
n
possible deal outcome: LOSE:LOSE.

Lee Bartlett is the author of "The No 1 Best
Seller." Learn more here
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The Ten Laws of Strategic
Enterprise Selling
Strategic Enterprise Selling is the process of engaging early at the most
senior levels, aligning with political and economic power, and addressing the
most serious problems or opportunities within a business. All while
architecting solutions with unique compelling value and setting an agenda
that disadvantages or eliminates competitors.
o succeed at Strategic Enterprise Selling, the
following ten laws must be observed.

T

1. Gather all necessary intelligence before
formulating a strategy
Never act without thinking and assessing all of the
available accurate information. A strategy is only as
good as the information that leads to it. Being an
excellent climber is of no benefit if your ladder is
leaning against the wrong wall. In this instance,
social research tools such as Linkedin are essential.
2. Be first and set the agenda
Being strategic is best achieved by arriving first and
setting the agenda with senior stakeholders. Truly
understand the organizational dynamics aligned to
the biggest problems or opportunities. Influence the
requirements toward your own unique value and set
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an agenda that disadvantages the competition.
3. Start high in the account and be a domain
expert
You will always be delegated down to people you
sound like you deserve to be talking to. Be a domain
expert rather than a salesperson by discussing their
industry and business challenges and opportunities.
Ensure your LinkedIn profile supports this, and be
equipped to discuss how you have helped others to
overcome similar challenges or realize significant
opportunities in the past. Have proof of your claims.
Avoid discussing features and functions of your
solutions.
4. Find and influence the ‘puppet master’
This will be a senior person in the background who
seeks to avoid meeting with salespeople. They will
only engage if they believe you have gravitas,

Tony Hughes

relevant insight and genuine value. Initial influence
or establishing credibility can often be achieved
indirectly through thirdparties, and this is why your
LinkedIn credentials and network are so important.
5. Understand the informal powerbase and
politics
The organizational chart can be misleading and it is
essential to understand the powerbase and
influencedynamics that transcend the visible
structure. Relationship mapping is an integral part of
opportunity and account planning. You cannot
formulate effective strategy or align with the 'power
players' without it.
6. Align to serious problems, significant
opportunities and winning agendas
The only person qualified to call it a solution is the
customer. Problem solving must occur before
solution selling, and the size of the customer’s
purchase order is directly linked to the size of the
problem being solved or the opportunity being
addressed. Understand the businesscase and real
value of investing in your solution. Only the
customer can quantify the value.
7. Think before acting and be patient and
strategic
Tactical mistakes can usually be recovered but
strategic errors are often fatal. Never be afraid of
waiting, and always be willing to invest in gathering
additional information. Do not confuse laziness,
inaction or procrastination with being strategically
patient. Be humble and seek advice while thinking
through the potential consequences of actions.
8. Identify and manage risk
Risk resides in what you cannot control and
especially from ignorance. In the software industry,
risk resides in demonstrations and 'reference sites'.
Across all industries, risk also resides in people and
competitors. Anyone on your team afflicted by
arrogance or an inability to listen and be briefed

represents enormous risk.
Existing customers are the greatest potential
sales resource if they act as positive references, but
they can easily be a liability in highlighting your
deficiencies, and this is often the case the lower you
interact in an organization.
9. Anticipate competitor moves and set traps
Know your competition and their methods of
operation so that you can constantly change the
rules. Do not allow them to use your weaknesses
against you. Instead, set traps for them and ensure
you have set an agenda focused on your unique
value. Ensure the customer publicizes your winning
selection early and widely therefore making it
difficult for competitors to interfere once they
deduce they’ve lost.
10. Confidence is the paradise of fools
Confidence is usually the feeling you have before
you understand the situation. Avoid arrogance and
complacency. Be positively paranoid (competitively
aware) yet not defensive or cynical. Take nothing for
granted and validate any assumptions. Respect the
customer and their power of choice at all times.
Never underestimate the competition or the way in
which circumstances can alter through changes in
personnel, market conditions, acquisitions, and a
myriad of other factors.

In summary
Your intent must be to make a positive difference in
the lives of your customers; both for them
personally in their role and for the greater
enterprise. Being strategic is all about finding
common ground and alignment, while becoming an
n
integral part of their business case for change.

Tony Hughes is the most read LinkedIn
Author globally on the topic of B2B sales
leadership. His new book, COMBO
Prospecting, is available for preorder here
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Want a Game-Changing 2018 Sales Kick-Off?
Follow These Tips
Like many sales leaders, you’re likely planning your 2018 sales kick-off.
You’re likely also trying to address multiple objectives for multiple audiences
over just a few days: sharing your vision for the year, introducing new
products and updating existing ones, launching new tools, rewarding top
performers, and through it all, rallying the troops.
espite significant changes in selling
approaches, the annual sales kickoff
continues to be a uniquely important forum,
bringing together worldwide team members in one
location. But given the complexities of today’s selling
environment, the stakes for these meetings, and the
expected ROI for the resources required to execute
them, have never been higher.
In truth, your kickoff isn’t just an event, it’s your
launch pad for growth. Think of it like a new product
launch. Like all successful launches, the work doesn’t
stop when you deliver the product. Any good
product introduction is supported by a
comprehensive marketing, training and operations
plan to ensure customers understand how it
addresses their specific business challenges, what the
features and benefits are, and why they should
choose it over a competitor.
In a kickoff scenario, your sales team is the

D
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“customer.” There will be new strategies, messages,
and business processes introduced. So how will you
sustain and reinforce those concepts in the months
ahead to drive the desired behavior change, and how
will you measure success (or failure)?
We’ve compiled a list of best practices to help
your kickoff deliver the optimal benefits for your
reps, your managers, and your bottomline.
1. Define your meeting objectives carefully, and
make sure they’re aligned with your company goals.
Are your reps struggling to drive sales of a new
solution? Will you introduce new technology at this
year’s meeting, or are you more concerned with
positioning against a fastmoving competitor?
Work collaboratively with your peers in sales
enablement, sales operations, marketing, and product
to carefully identify and document your goals
upfront, connect them to your company’s strategic

Deidre Moore

goals, and determine the right metrics. Ensuring that
your agenda, content, and success metrics are well
aligned will make all the difference when it comes
time to report your results.
2. Don’t forget the basics in favor of what’s new.
Sales reps love nothing more than a hot, new product
in their bag, and as a result, many sales kickoffs
spend the bulk of their agenda focused on training
reps for the “shiny new thing.” New product training
is critical, but if your reps are failing at the basics,
even a redhot product may not be enough to help
them make quota.
Regardless of the selling methodology, your kick
off is a great time to focus on the bedrock skills that
all great reps possess. Applications like Qstream can
even be used as a premeeting diagnostic, helping to
benchmark your team, focus training on the most
prevalent gaps, and then measure progress over time
as proficiency improves.
3. Leave time for coaching.
The recent CSO Insights Sales Enablement
Optimization study revealed that despite the
importance of coaching as a performance
accelerator, more than 47% of respondents are still
leaving coaching to the discretion of their managers,
with little guidance or enforcement.
Your kickoff, with all or most of your team in a
single location, is a great opportunity to set the right
expectations when it comes to coaching. Additionally,
coaching in a large group allows team members –
especially managers who may not have significant
coaching experience  to learn from each other,
sharing ideas and success stories in an open forum.
While group dynamics are helpful, many
managers still struggle to assess individual knowledge
or skills deficiencies within their team. This is an area
where mobile apps like Qstream, that can measure an
individual’s grasp of key concepts and unique
customer scenarios, offer tremendous value. The
realtime nature of these solutions also allows for
immediate feedback and analysis while your meeting

is still in session, giving you the opportunity to assess
team responses while content is top of mind, and
offer coaching on the spot.
4. Reinforce, reinforce, reinforce! Think back to our
product launch analogy. It’s unlikely that you would
release a new product without devising a longterm
plan to ensure its success. The reality is that your
sales team requires a similarly integrated plan to
reach your goals.
Sales enablement and training professionals have
long suffered with the reality of “The Forgetting
Curve,” the phenomenon which describes the
dramatic drop off in knowledge retention over time.
Studies show that in as little as 30 days, 79% of
knowledge is forgotten. It’s simply a matter of how
the brain works.
The cure for this is to make sure reps can apply
information long after your event to encode it into
memory and demonstrate key skills on the job. But
this transformation doesn’t happen with “death by
PowerPoint” training approaches.
That’s why applications optimized for engagement
and longterm knowledge retention are quickly
becoming a musthave. These solutions reinforce
core messages and skills by engaging your reps in fun,
scenariobased challenges, pushed directly to their
device. Sales challenges, based on your training
materials and other gotomarket information, can be
completed in minutes a day, and information is
repeated over spaced intervals until content is
mastered.
And the benefit for frontline sales managers?
Realtime insight into your team’s capabilities. Now
you’ll know what they really know, and be positioned
to execute smart coaching that guarantees your reps
are equipped for the valueadded conversations
n
today’s customers require.

Deidre Moore is currently Director of
Marketing & Customer Acquisition at
Qstream. Connect with Deidre on Twitter or
LinkedIn. Learn more about Qstream here
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The Science of Decision Making
So, it was a very simple
decision between two very
simple choices – Do I
choose the carrot cake or
the friand?

chose neither, and it had nothing to do with
calorie counting. In fact, I don’t actually know
what it was that made me so uncertain.
Whilst I wasn’t an anxiety driven mess because of
my indecisiveness, it did cause me some angst for a
few seconds. It rattled me – not in making the
decision itself, but the fact that I couldn’t make the
decision.
And I thought WOW! This was so simple and
insignificant, and got me thinking about the millions
of decisions we make, or don’t make, every single
day, minute by minute.
Those that we don’t think twice about, and those
that cause us stress and confusion. What causes

I
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this, what is the impact and what can we do about it
to make us more effective?
How is indecision impacting our businesses or
our roles or even our lives?
What are the decisions we aren’t making, that if
we did, would catapult us off in a different direction?
When we look at the science behind decision
making, it may help us think differently for future
situations.
If we stopped and analysed any recent decision
we’ve made, we would have found some form of
contrast, or comparison against something else – for
example, do I get the carrot cake or the friand? Do I
buy the big one or the small one? Do I push the red
button or the green?
When we compare one thing with another, it
gives us a contrast – it gives us a value of one thing
over another.
As an example, would you travel half an hour to
save $20 on a pair of shoes that cost $80 or would
you drive half an hour to save $20 on a pair of shoes
that cost $200? You’d probably choose the first

Bernadette McClelland

option. Why though? $20 is $20, isn’t it?
Yes, it is. But one is a 25% saving and the other a
10% saving and we tend to base the value of what
we save against the actual cost and that $20 seems
more valuable in the first example. Your reference of
value has changed – the second example has given
you your contrast.
Value through comparison is so ubiquitous. We
see it in people of all ages and genders. People
constantly comparing themselves and assigning their
personal value based on someone else’s ‘perceived
success’. I’m too skinny, too fat, wrong colour, wrong
religion, too young, too old and the metrics go on, ad
infinitum.
A great question is ‘How do we know the real
value of something when there is nothing to
compare it to?’ It’s a bit like wondering if a tree that
falls in the forest makes a noise.
The science behind decision making tell us that
our ‘gut’ plays a huge part in most of those decisions.
I’ve got a ‘hunch’, or ‘this feels right’, my ‘gut feel’
says to do this and these ‘gut feelings’ are based on
comparisons – sometimes at a conscious level and
other times unconscious. That’s why we can
sometimes physically feel a decision in our gut.
The other component of our decision making is in
our ‘head’, the logical, rational part of our brain with
its headquarters in the Prefrontal Cortex. Once this
part of our brain is fed enough data and information,
it tends to dominate the gut. Logic kicks in and a
decision is made.
For years, decision making has relied on fact
driven, logical, left brain data collection, and
leadership has also been predominantly driven by
the same because of the Industrial economy we’ve
come from. However, strong leadership today relies
on both, especially in this Connection Economy or
Imagination Era.
Here’s why:
l If we rely wholly and solely on our gut, we are

prone to being too emotional, making mistakes,
going off halfcocked and failing.

l Similarly, if we rely too much on waiting for the

right information, or holding out for enough
information, especially if there are timelines
involved, we may also fail.
In this volatile and fast moving world, we don’t have
the time to gather all the information we need to
make 100% factual decisions. If we do, we’ll miss the
boat so we need to make decisions smartly – not too
fast, not too slow – just right! We can’t stand at a
counter and fall to pieces over which cake to have,
just as we can’t delay decisions in our day to day
business operations, or we may end up doing
nothing. Responsiveness is key!
As the saying goes, ‘the best decision too late is
worse than a half good decision in time’.
By getting really clear on what’s important to us
goes a long way in helping us assign a value to ‘the
thing’ we need to make our decision around so here
are 3 factors we may want to consider in the
meantime:
l When we gain clarity around what’s important to

us and why, we can make more informed
decisions.
l The importance of having a purpose or outcome
contributes to our decisionmaking brain as data.
l For us to make an informed decision we need
comparisons for us to formulate and assign a
value and therefore we need to trust our gut
more.
So why did I have so much difficulty when I had two
items to compare value against?
Because my decision was actually not to buy any
cake. It was, by default, a purposeful and informed
decision. You could say it was, literally and
n
figuratively, a ‘gut’ decision.

Bernadette McClelland is Head of Sales
Transformation and Enablement at Sales
Leaders Global Pty Limited.
Find out more here
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How to Cut and Polish Your Enablement
Diamond
Sales enablement is a very fast growing discipline: In 2013 19% of our study
participants reported having an enablement initiative or function. In 2016, it
was one-third, and this year it’s 59%.
nfortunately, enablement success is not
growing with the same speed. Only one
third of our 2017 Sales Enablement
Optimization Study participants reported meeting or
exceeding their expectations. It seems that the need
for enablement clarity has never been greater than
today.

U

Enablement clarity step 1: Defining the space
With our 2017 Sales Enablement Optimization Study,
our definition of sales force enablement has
evolved.
Sales Force Enablement — A strategic, collaborative
discipline designed to increase predictable sales results
by providing consistent, scalable enablement services
that allow customerfacing professionals and their
managersto add value in every customer interaction.

We have omitted the list of enablement services
(“content, training and coaching services”) and
focused on what they need to be: consistent for
salespeople and scalable from an organizational point
of view. And the target audience has been expanded
to “customerfacing professionals and their
managers” (it was “salespeople and their managers”).
This target audience, including the frontline
managers, is also the reason why we call it “sales
force enablement.” At the end, we have skipped
“powered by technology” because it’s obvious that
every single enablement service is based on some
kind of technology even if it’s only PowerPoint that
has been used to create a training presentation.
Instead, we wanted to focus on what really matters:
to add value in every customer interaction, which
also expresses the remaining design point of sales
force enablement: the customers and their entire
customer’s journey.
A definition serves as a frame of reference to
bring all stakeholders together on the same page.
However, no definition is a sufficient guide for
creating an enablement practice that allows you to
achieve your desired results. This is where our newly
developed clarity model comes into play.

Enablement clarity step 2: The Sales Force
Enablement Clarity Model
The clarity model builds on the definition and serves
as a guide as you assemble your sales enablement
discipline step by step. Enablement leaders can
assess how they are doing in each enablement facet
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Tamara Schenk

and make better decisions about how to improve
their efforts for better results. Wherever you choose
to begin, getting to the next level is easier if you keep
the holistic vision represented by the model in mind.
Customer – In the age of the customer, your sales
force can only be successful if they approach
prospects and customers based on their preferences:
how they handle challenges, how they want to
interact with salespeople and how they want to work
with your products and services. The reason is
simple: whatever we automate internally, customers
still make buying decisions.
CustomerFacing Professionals and Their
Managers – While alignment with customers takes
the top facet in our clarity model, your sales force
enablement practice has internal customers, your
target audiences. These target audiences include not
only salespeople, but also those roles that are
focused on business and sales development as well
as the roles that are focused on serving customers
after a deal has been closed. Furthermore, we know
that reinforcement and adoption of enablement
services can only be achieved if sales managers lead
and coach their sales teams accordingly.
Sponsorship, Strategy and Charter – Next, we’ll
drop down to the bottom of our diamond and look at
its foundation. Of course, you need to start with a
strategy, but even the best sales force enablement
initiatives fail if the team has the responsibility, but
not the authority, to enact their strategy. This
includes gaining the allimportant executive
sponsorship.
Effective Enablement Services – We put
effective enablement services in green because
these are the services the discipline provides to allow
the organization to reach its desired results. If you
think about customerfacing roles as your internal
customers, this is the only facet they see. If someone
outside the organization were to ask a sales or
service professional what enablement does, it’s likely
that they would talk about how they perceive these
services, usually around training, content, and
coaching.

The remaining three inner facets focus on the
mechanics necessary to design, produce and deliver
these services as well as manage the discipline.
Moving from an ad hoc enablement discipline to
a more strategic function, the three inner
enablement mechanics – collaboration, technology,
and enablement operations – are essential to drive
consistency, scalability, and effectiveness:
Formalized Collaboration – We talk about sales
force enablement as a discipline and not a function or
a department because no one team can cover it all.
Sales force enablement teams orchestrate the
process, enlisting the aid of many other functions
within the organization. Imagine that content,
training and coaching services have to cover the
entire customer’s journey. Therefore, you have to
collaborate with many other functions to ensure
enablement services are aligned and consistent.
Integrated Enablement Technology – Sales
enablement technology is NOT the same thing as
sales enablement, but these days, the right
enablement technologies, deployed in the right ways,
can
extend
your
competitive
advantage
tremendously. This facet is all about integrating
enablement content management solutions, learning
technology, coaching tools, analytics, often
supported by artificial intelligence into your CRM
system. And, on top of integration, provide mobile
access is mandatory.
Efficient Enablement Operations – Enablement
operations is often seen as a “black box” because it
includes the behindthescenes functions of the
discipline, but this is where all the enablement magic
happens. As it is poorly understood, it is also a facet
that is often overlooked. Enablement operations
covers three areas: enablement governance, an
enablement production process that is closely
aligned to the collaboration model, and enablement
n
analytics: how do we measure success?

Tamara Schenk is a Research Director at CSO
Insights. Find out more about the 2017 Sales
Enablement Optimization Study here
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The Terrifying Truth About Your Prospects
Think back to your last
sales meeting. What did
you discuss?

papers and case studies, or your social media strategy
or your content.
The terrifying truth is: Your prospects aren't thinking
about you at all.
They may not know you exist. If they do they
don’t care. They're too busy thinking about
themselves.
They have their own problems, customers, issues,
suppliers, superiors, subordinates, colleagues,
products and services. Why should they care about
you?

What's even worse

hances are you talked about your sales
forecasts, performance to date, deals you
want to close, sales strategy. You might have
talked about the problems your customers are facing
or the things they are complaining about.
Maybe you whinged about the quality of your
leads, or celebrated a big deal, or discussed how to
meet your targets, get in front of more prospects, or
what your competitors were doing, or how to
overcome specific objections.
What about your last executive committee
meeting? You might have discussed your corporate
strategy, financial forecasts, minimising risk, employee
and customer satisfaction. I don't know what you
discussed.
But I have a pretty good idea what you didn't
discuss. You didn't discuss "What vendors can we buy
stuff from?"
And neither do your prospects in their meetings.

C

The terrifying truth
The fact is your prospects are just like you. They
aren't thiking about your web site, or your white
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That’s the prospects you haven’t met yet. What about
ones you’re currently talking to? Surely they care?
That’s what I thought in before I attended a two
day course in the 80s where our team played the part
of prospects choosing an IT vendor.
It opened my eyes and helped me realise that even
when a company plans to spend lots of money its people
only spends a fraction of their time thinking about you.
Their own stuff always takes priority.

The truth can set you free
Once you realise your prospects couldn't give a
monkey's about you the truth can set you free.
Because while they don't care about you they might
care about what you can do for them.
So that’s what you need to focus on – what’s in it
for them?
But so often we don’t. We naturally focus on
ourselves. We know our product, our features, our
benefits so well we that can’t understand why those
stupid prospects don’t realise how much they need
what we sell.
It’s bleeding obvious  to us  that they really need
our help. But to them we’re just another company
wanting to sell them stuff. And companies like that are
ten a penny.

Steve Hall

So how do you get them interested enough to
even talk to you?

Getting a meeting
If you want to get a meeting with a senior decision
maker you need:
1. To know who the right person is
2. A message that talks about what they care
about
3. A way to get them to pay attention to the
message.

The right person
The right person is the most senior person who will
benefit from what you sell and who will approve
the deal. It’s often, but not always, the CEO.
That’s because senior executives make the final
decisions, they are easier to research than middle
management, they often have an Executive
Assistant, which is a big plus – and it’s much better
to be referred down from the top than to try to
climb up from the middle.
Always start at the top and work down. If the
final decision maker is going to say “No” it’s better
to find out quickly before you waste lots of time
and money chasing a deal you can never win and if
you can’t convince the senior decision maker
you’re doomed.

The right message
What does a CEO care about? Generally profit, risk
minimisation, efficiency, overall operations,
customer satisfaction, keeping shareholders happy.
Specifically it depends on the company, the
industry and the individual.
The more specific you can make your message
the more likely it is to cut through.
And it should ALWAYS be about them, not you.

How to deliver it
How do you get them to pay attention to your
message? They aren’t going to come to you, they’re
too busy worrying about their own issues – so you
need to go to them. There are many channels you can
use including referrals, LinkedIn, phone, email, letters,
their EA.
But you need to craft a specific strategy to get the
message to each individual. It takes time and thought
but it’s worth it.

The competition
Who’s your biggest competitor?
When you’re trying to get an initial meeting, you’re
competing for their attention so your competition is
their customers, employees, shareholders, board,
existing suppliers, family, peers  plus hundreds of
other sales people.
So you need to work hard to stand out.

Summary
Your prospects aren’t thinking of you and they don’t
know or care about you. It’s a battle to get their
attention in competition with a lot of other people, most
of whom have an advantage over you. That’s scary.
But with the right message and a well thought out
strategy you can cut through the noise and gain their
attention. It’s the first, critical step in winning new
customers.
Once you understand this you’re on the path to
success  but you need to do what your competitors
aren’t doing, not just standard prospecting and
n
marketing tactics.

Steve Hall is one of Australia's leading
authorities in selling at C Level. He is an
author, a Devil's Advocate, a Corporate
Storyteller and Managing Director of
Executive Sales Coaching Australia.
Find out more here
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Advertise, Partner, Promote, Publicize
Whatever your requirements for the size your budget,
we can tailor a package for you: we have incredibly
attractive 12month partnership opportunities; major
event sponsorship availability or straightforward oneoff
promotions.
Our magazine reaches over 330,000 subscribers
every month, and the combined Twitter reach of the
TSW contributors is 4.1 million!
Top Sales World is now the most visited, most
popular, most exciting and most significant sales related
site – period.

Please email us on advertising@topsalesworld.com to
discover the possibilities.

Keith Rosen

How to Build an Awesome Personal Brand
So Everyone Loves You
Butting heads with some
annoying people, coworkers or clients you can’t
stand working with?
Stressed and frustrated
because they prevent you from getting
your job done rather than help? This
stagnates growth, revenue and market
share. Here’s how to make your job easier,
successfully work together and be the
person everyone loves working with.
arketing needs to play nicely with sales.
Sales needs to play nicely with operations,
finance, engineers and customer support
to create mutually beneficial and supportive
relationships that generate better results. The
question is, what is the root cause of this isolation
and division of responsibilities that prevents unified
collaboration and the ability to focus on the
overarching company vision, values and shared
goals?

M

The Cause of Departmental Silos – And How
to Create Unity
The answer is simple. Everyone has their own
agenda and people aren’t respecting the role and
agenda of others. For example, the salesperson in
the field needs an internal resource to close a deal or
serve a customer. The typical approach is to contact
the person who can help them. However, their focus
is typically around what they need in the moment
rather than what they can give. Moreover, they’re
not considering the fact that your request isn’t the
only request they get every day! As if they’re just
sitting around waiting for you to call so they can
respond immediately.
This creates pressure and strains every
relationship. Departmental silos shut down
collaboration, cause distention and compromise the
results each person is looking to achieve. The irony
is, at the end of the day, everyone is focused on the
same goal! To deeply serve our external, as well as
our internal customers – our peers.
So, what’s the solution to breaking down these
silos to foster profitable collaboration instead of
competing with other departments? A conversation
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is all it takes. In my prior article I’ve provided you
with a foundation that will help repair and rebuild
relationships. I’ve build upon this foundation by
providing you with the talk track, as well as the
questions you need to create a new and healthier
outcome that will strengthen every relationship you
have, especially with your coworkers. So, if you
think it’s impossible to repair these relationships,
here’s the solution to doing so. Brevity is not one of
my stronger points, so take this template and make it
your own, without compromising the spirit of the
message.
Remember, this is your chance to take a positive
stance, as these are the types conversations you
have that help develop a fantastic personal brand, as
well as internal and external advocates. These are
the same people who can help you do your job with
greater success and efficiency, and be the advocates
you may need in your career to get promoted into
your next position. Now, you have a mutually
supportive network of people who are cheering you
on, while creating a legacy to be proud of.

Repair Trust, Create Healthy Relationships
and Make Everyone Love You
“Hey Jan. Do you have some time to talk about
something I’ve observed that would help reinvent
(reset) our relationship for the better and allow me to
best support you in your role, so that we can
collaborate towards our common goal while
respecting your priorities and agenda?”
Jan, what I want for you is to feel that I am a
trusted resource who supports you to achieve your
goals. Since we’re in different departments (roles)
and are evaluated by different metrics, scorecards
and key performance indicators, I know we haven’t
always seen eye to eye when relying on each other
to get our jobs done. We all have different priorities
and points of view, and I may not have always given
yours the attention or respect it deserves. So, I’m
asking for your forgiveness, as I was guilty of doing
this.
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That’s why I can really use your help. I’d like to hit
the reset button on our relationship and redesign
how (our departments/we) interact and work
together so we can support each other to achieve all
our goals and are working as a unified front to do so.
I know there may be some things that were said
or done that created the tension and disconnect
between us and our (departments/role). That’s why
I’d love to take the time to better understand your
role, challenges, how you’re evaluated and your
business objectives, so I can support you (and your
department), while aligning our collective efforts to
achieve our mutual goals.
So, let’s work together to redesign our
relationship, clarify the best process for us to
collaborate and the most effective way to
communicate, even in the face of adversity or when
working through a challenge. Setting these clear
expectations would be beneficial for everyone and
ultimately achieve the company’s common goal and
shared vision. Are you open to breaking down and
removing these costly barriers between (us/our
departments) so that we can all achieve more by
collaborating rather than competing or dealing with
conflicts between us? Great, to start, may I ask some
questions about your role, and feel free to ask me
the same questions as well.”

27 Questions that Create Unified, Supportive
Relationships
Once you have buyin around this conversation,
here are a handful of questions you can use.
1. I’d love to learn more about your role and
responsibilities. Would you mind sharing your
job description so I can be more respectful of
your role?
2. How are you measured? By what criteria?
3. Do you have your own scorecard and a defined
set of key performance indicators?
4. Can you help me understand the expectations
the company and you manager have of you?
5. What part of your role or the work we
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collaborate on is most difficult/stressful/
frustrating for you? What do we need to do to
work together in the most productive way?
6. What do you see that’s working?
7. In your opinion, what’s not working that we need
to address?
8. What’s your biggest concern regarding the
immediate, timely requests I make?
9. If we can redesign how we can work together,
what would that look like?
10. How do you like to collaborate?
11. What’s your expectations or definition of
exemplary, 5Star customer service?
12. What is your approach to dealing with a
customer issue?
13. If I need you for something, what’s your
response time to avoid me putting more pressure
on you?
14.How do you typically like to communicate? (Face
to face, phone, IM, text, email, etc.)
15. If there’s a challenge that needs to be
handled/addressed, what’s the best way for us
to approach and resolve it? For you, what’s the
best way for us to work together around this?
How would you like me to approach you?
16. Other than you, who else would you want me to
contact in case of a timely need or challenge if
I’m unable to contact you, without overstepping
you and your role?
17. If we don’t agree on something, what approach
works best for us to create alignment?
18. How can I best support you in your role?
19. Let’s explore what we can do to align our efforts,
as well as ensuring we’re consistent in our
approach when it comes to supporting each
other, so that we always meet our company and
customers’ expectations?
20. What are your thoughts on scheduling a meeting
where you and I connect maybe once a week or
so to ensure we’re continually aligned in our
approach and objectives to avoid creating
potential problems?
21. May I ask, how you’re compensated?

22. How do you typically like to communicate?
23. What can we do to maintain our positive
relationship?
24. What would compromise our relationship?
25. What concerns if any, do you have at this point?
26. If we notice that we’re reverting to toxic behavior,
can we come up with a way to communicate
without offending each other?
27. Given our conversation, what strategy can we put in
place to ensure we’re achieving what we both want
most?
“Jan, I appreciate your time and willingness to create a
solution that would enable us to work as a team, since
this will help create and maintain a positive relationship
to ensure we continually support each other, meet your
expectations and w0rk through any challenges that
could arise. I’ll send you an email recapping what we’ve
discussed to ensure alignment. What else, if anything,
would you like to discuss before we wrap up this
conversation?”

Stop Complaining and Start Repairing –
Reciprocity Starts with You
The next step is up to you. You can retreat and give up
or you have the ability to redesign healthy, supportive
relationships with people who you may have given up
on. Reinventing relationships and creating new
possibilities start with a conversation. Use this approach,
and I guarantee you’ll be pleasantly surprise by the
outcome.
When you focus on helping others first, in turn, they
will want to help you. This is how you’re going to be
remembered and this is a powerful step to building a
wellrespected personal brand. Additionally, everyone
achieves their goals together. After all, when you change
the conversation, you change the outcome, and that
includes making your life easier and more enjoyable. n

Keith Rosen is an award winning author, CEO
of Profit Builders and founder of Coachquest.
Find out more here
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Make 2018 Your Game-Changing Year
with Referral Selling
You’ve heard it. Television
will kill radio. Video killed
the radio star. Social media
and the internet will
eliminate the timeconsuming, face-to-face aspect of sales.
There’s some truth to the first two, but the
third was a failed prediction.
arketing automation, CRM, social media,
predictive analytics, and other digital sales
tools enable us to sell more efficiently and
cost effectively. But even the best tools are useless
without talented salespeople to wield them—
salespeople who know how to build relationships,
who are trusted resources among their clients, and
who understand that even in the digital age, account
based selling is a persontoperson business.
Here’s my prediction for 2018: Sales will become
increasingly automated, social selling will grow in
popularity, and face time with buyers will continue
to plummet as salespeople rely on digital technology

M
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for lead generation. And guess what? The results will
be just as disappointing in 2018 as they have been in
2017.
It's time for a new approach to lead generation,
or better put, a renewed focus on an old approach:
that is referral selling.

Robots Are Coming for Sales Jobs (Why I’m
Not Worried)
We’ve all heard that technology will eventually
replace salespeople. Buyers can learn everything
they need to know about a company online, so why
should businesses continue employing expensive
sales forces? Because machines still haven’t made
salespeople obsolete, and they never will. That’s just
another failed prediction.
We still have an important role to play. In fact,
buyers might need salespeople now more than
ever—but not just any salespeople. They don’t need
ordertakers or demogivers, and they could
certainly do without the cold callers. But they do
need account based sales reps with industry
experience who know their stuff, ask smart
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questions to uncover clients’ unique challenges and
needs, and then offer customized advice and
solutions.
Savvy, experienced salespeople can’t be replaced
by technology, nor do they rely on technology for
lead generation. While other salespeople are busy
emailing prospects for the umpteenth time and still
getting radio silence, referred sellers get meetings in
just one call. They get in early, often before
prospects have even identified a need. They get the
inside track, so the competition doesn’t stand a
chance, and they achieve a conversion rate that’s
well more than 50 percent.
Now, show me a robot that can do that.

Referrals: The Missing Link in Your Account
Based Sales Development
If the business case for referral selling is loud and
clear, why do fewer than 5 percent of companies
have a disciplined, measurable, proactive referral
system? Because referral selling is simple, but it’s not
easy. If it were, every sales organization would have
a system in place to guarantee referral results.
So, what does it take to guarantee referral
success?
1. Prioritize referrals: Executives don’t leave
important buying decisions to chance. That would
be dumb. Their bottom lines—and their
reputations—are at stake. They want to work with
salespeople they know and trust, or who have been
referred by people they know and trust. That’s great
news, because your satisfied customers will happily
refer you—if they’re asked. Referrals don’t just
happen, at least not at scale. But they do scale. Make
referrals your #1 outbound prospecting strategy,
and watch the qualified clients pour into your sales
funnel.
2. Create a referral system: While sales leaders
acknowledge that referrals are the #1 way to ensure
a pipeline of only qualified leads, most don’t put a

system in place to make referrals happen. Asking for
referrals is adhoc, not part of the sales process, not
a sales activity that gets measured, not mandatory.
Then they wonder why telling their sales teams to
get referrals isn’t working. Because in sales, what
gets measured gets accomplished. Everything else is
optional.
3. Commit to referrals: When you integrate referral
selling into your sales organization, your team will
bring in more qualified leads, foster better longterm
relationships with customers, decrease the cost of
sales, and generate more revenue. But they won’t
commit unless you do. That means not only putting a
referral system in place, but also ensuring reps have
the training and coaching needed to ask for referrals
in a way that gets results.
It’s really a nobrainer.

Man vs. Machine: No Contest in Sales
If you think back over your most successful business
deals, I bet facetoface, persontoperson, high
touch communication—a phone call, a video
conference, or (best of all) an inperson meeting—
accelerated your sales process time and time again.
As our world and culture change, so has sales, but
people—not technology—will always seal the deal.
Yes, there are certain things buyers would rather do
for themselves online, but when they’re ready to talk
business, they want to talk to a person.
That’s my prediction. Technology can make
salespeople more efficient, and it certainly makes us
more informed about our prospects and their
companies, but it doesn’t help us make real
connections. Account based selling requires
meaningful interaction between two human
n
beings—always has and always will.

Joanne Black is the Founder of No More Cold
Calling® and a best selling author.
Find out more here
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Top Partner of the Month

Organizations pour billions of dollars into sales
training, marketing automation efforts, and sales
tecnology tools, yet see decreased sales
effectiveness.
As a reaction to this, Sales Enablement initiatives
are on the rise.
But what is Sales Enablement, really? Is it all about
training? Content? Process? Coaching? Technology?
Read this whitepaper to learn about definitions and
best practices from sales leaders and practitioners.

DOWNLOAD HERE

Top Sales Post

November’s Top Sales Post
Is Your Real Problem with Your Forecasts or
Your Sales Team? by Jason Jordan

S

ales forecasting is a hot topic. From allocating
company
resources
to
communicating
expectations to investors, sales forecasts play a key
role in maintaining a healthy enterprise. Over the
past two years, in conversations with senior sales
executives, most have expressed anxiety over their
team’s ability to forecast accurately. And in fairness,
accurate sales forecasts are important. But after
reflecting on many of these conversations, I think
most executives don’t have a sales forecasting
problem – they have a sales capability problem.
Their forecasts aren’t erratic, they are just out of
reach. (Learn more about forecasting: Sales
Forecasting  Fantasy vs. Reality: How to leverage
your data to drive sales success).

Identify the Problem
As you probably know, sales forecasting can be a
very frustrating activity for senior sales executives.
They desperately need accurate forecasts to do
their jobs, but accurate forecasts are elusive. If you
want accurate forecasts, you need to determine if
the real issue is forecast accuracy or poor sales
capability. If your forecasts are erratic – sometimes
low, sometimes high – there are known best
practices to remedy that illness (See this Dreamforce
presentation). But if your sales team always falls
short of its forecast, you have a different issue — an
issue that requires more fundamental work on the
capability of your sellers and managers. Neither
issue is a good one to have, but properly identifying
the problem is the first step in solving it.
Read Full Article Here

Our 2017 Partners
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.
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